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Introduction
• A collaborative research project

• Aims to:
‒ inform local debate about perceived city centre 

homelessness and street activity

‒ inform the development of positive city centre 
solutions

• Participatory appraisal research methodology



Methods
Data Collection
• Led by Expert Citizens
• Interviews with 8 core participants
• Surveys/interviews with 10 stakeholders

Data Analysis
• CHAD / Staffordshire University
• Thematic analysis
• Stakeholder event



Results - Stakeholders
Context

• Number of people sleeping rough increasing
• Street activity can be ‘off-putting’
• Multiple and complex needs
• BUT it can be difficult to define and categorise 

‘homelessness’

“…[brings] vulnerable people to the town 
centre where they are being perceived as 
rough sleepers, instead of vulnerable 
individuals who require support”

“Many of them who are 
contributing to the 
‘street activity’ have 
accommodation…”



Results - Stakeholders
Perceived Pull Factors

• Opportunities for the individual

Access food and 
money through 
begging

Accessibility 
of drugs and 
alcohol

Shopping Centre 
and shop lifting

Food 
vans

Opportunities



Results - Stakeholders
Perceived Pull Factors

• A perceived safe environment

Safe Environment

CCTV Less 
isolated

Busy city 
centre

Feel part of 
community

Being left alone 
by authorities

Lighting



Results - Stakeholders
Perceived Pull Factors

• Provision of support services

Support Services ProximityIncreased 
Provision



Results - Core Participants
Stories

• Physical and mental health issues
• Drugs and alcohol
• Aggression
• Prison

“For the next 5 years I was on the 
streets and going to prison when it 
came to winter time, I’d get myself 
sent down on purpose because at 
least you’re warm and fed in jail”

“…it did appear quite hostile and 
quite aggressive on the streets, 
but then I think once you break 
through that and you start to 
engage with people directly, you 
realise that actually, they are not 
aggressive, they are not hostile, 
they are just in a world of sh*t, 
you know what I mean and each 
has got their own individual story”



Results - Core Participants
Stories

• Other people

“I’ve let them in. I’ve been on the 
streets and know what it’s like. So, 
I’ve let them in, washed their 
clothes, let them have a bath, 
things like that. All they’ve done is 
rip me off.”

“99% of them are really good. 
Unfortunately, the 1% aren’t but 
it doesn't really bother you 
because its outweighed by all the 
good support that you do get”  

Sense of community Strained relationships



Results - Core Participants
Stories

• Barriers
‒ Lack of support; rent arrears; barred from hostels; 

paperwork; difficulty accessing a GP; keeping track of time

• Motivation
‒ Access and opportunity – e.g., food, money, begging 

‒ Central location “Because it’s the city centre. Not 
because of the drugs, not because of 
the people selling beer. You only need 
to jump on a bus and you can go 
anywhere [for drugs/alcohol]. It’s the 
city centre. That’s the only reason.”



Potential Solutions
Pathways for support

• Improving knowledge of systems and support
• Improving accommodation pathways

• Improving pathways related to health support

“But I don’t see the point in going there [hostel] and just staying there, 
it’s like they’re not moving anyone on – that’s what it seems like to me 
anyway because you’re just seeing the same people in there.” 

“I don’t know, they just saying it’s not us, go to here and they kept sending 
me to different places, go to A&E, go to the Police Station, go to the walk in 
centre, go to your GP, go here, there – and that’s why I went mad, proper 
wound up, nobody’s helping me.” 



Potential Solutions
Meaningful activity
• Something to do and somewhere to go
• Interests and skills
• Volunteering – self-esteem and confidence

Working in partnership / Having a voice 

“I want to start volunteering. I don’t want to keep sitting on my 
backside and doing nothing because that’s when I get bored and start 
drinking and using and things like that. Plus it’ll help other people to 
think better of me and me to feel better about myself as well.”
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